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With a background in Film & Television, 
Fashion Design and Entrepreneurship, her 
passion for designing and telling stories 
extend from one medium to another.  

to subscribe: 
if you haven’t already, download 
Whatsapp.

save our number 078 281 0681 
to your phone. 
 
send "subscribe + name + age & 
gender" to that number via 
Whatsapp.

sit back and let the news and 
entertainment come to you bi-
monthly.
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               our fourth release is about  “inner healing”, we talk about things that 

will assist you in your life moving forward, how you can boost your inner self 

and how you can move forward from difficult situations. at times we live in our 

shadows, afraid of coming out in the light because you are afraid of what 

people will think about you, we live with people in the name of love because we 

are in fear of not being loved again, not knowing if you will ever find friends 

that already know how struggling you are.

We sometimes get bullied by our own thoughts, being 

afraid of taking risks of loving someone new 

because you stuck on what they have done to 

you previously, we let our thoughts play a 

major part on the life we live, we let our 

thoughts kill our self-esteem even our 

self-confidence, we allow our thoughts 

to judge the lifestyle we living, this 

release talks more about that.

inner healing deals more about the way we look at 

life, sometimes your situation does not need 

many things, it only needs you to take note of 

what is taking place at that certain time, fix 

your inner self, learn to embrace the pain, 

and remember not every struggle is 

meant to break you, some will push you 

very hard, be proud of who you have 

turned out to be, with the mistakes you 

have done, challenges you have overcome, yet you 

survived, sister/brother pour yourself a glass of 

wine you deserve it. 
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HoW to Get tHe Most froM 

sHareMaG
Share Magazine is an online mag primary distributed through 

WhatsApp as a PDF document, this offers advantages and 
they are as follow.

Share Magazine employs various 
technologies to bring you a rich experience. 
One of them is tap-able/click-able links 
that will direct you to a website for more 
information.HYPERLINKS 

NAVIGATION If you are interested in a particular story, 
you can tap on the link and you will be 
navigated to the page with the story. This is 
particularly useful in the “Table of 
Contents” area where you might want to 
quickly jump to certain pages.

REFERENCES

ADVERTISE 
toWITH US

WITH LINKS
PAGE CONTAINS LINKS
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celebrity
kiss

  mean anytHing?

trevor noah & his american model, singer songwriter and 
real estate agent girlfriend Jordyn taylor called it quits after 
dating for four years. so ladies, you can all dream to catch 
this bachelor. While on trevor noah, he copped himself a 
new r 279 millions ($20 million) la mansion , talk about 
levels, life goals and being guaped. #trevornoah is doing the 
most in the Us. 

surviving r kelly, the latest lifetime docu-series that aired in 
the states with disturbing allegations of sexual abuse and 
predatory behaviour against the international star. the six 
part series features his alleged sexual and physical abuse 
victims, kelly's ex wife andrea kelly, his brothers carey and 
bruce kelly, along with experts on abuse. the stories are 
shocking and heartbreaking shedding a light at who robert 
kelly is. kelly's sexual assault has never been a secret nor the 
fact that his victims were under age girls. it's great to see the 
District attorney's office in georgia has launched a criminal 
investigation following this docu-series. 

H
ot

pitch black afro has been allegedly charged with premeditated murder of his wife 
who was found dead on December 31st.  While it was thought she died of natural 
causes, it has been proved otherwise hence finding her death 'mysterious' after she 
was found dead at a bnb following an argument with her husband. 

http://www.sharemag.co.za


put a dark shade under your cheekbones using a soft, angled brush, the 
colour should go beneath the hollow, and then blend the colour upwards 
using your fingers.

continue blending the colour into the hairline to give your skin a healthy 
glow.

Use your fingers to rub a little contour powder on the sides of your nose 
and make your nose look straighter. if you want your nose to look shorter 
you must put a little contour along the nostrils.

you may put a little of contour powder under the jaw line to hide any 
saggy bits and look years younger if you see that your chin is starting to 
drop a little.

if you want to have the celebrity look, brush a little bit of the contour 
powder above the inner corner of your eye up to the bow.

sweep a face powder using a large brush along the lower jaw where you 
have applied the contour for the cheekbone, which will make your 
cheekbones to stand out.
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contouring is about creating shadow and light to give your face 
a different shape, making yourself to look beautiful and more 

like a celebrity. 



sunglasses
get a nice pair of sunglasses 
that not only suit you but also 
your personality.

cHecked dress
it is one clothing pattern that 
has stood the test of time. shop 
around and find that not only 
suits you and your budget.

tigHt fitting dress
Depending on the material used, 
it can easily be a summer 
summer dress and it makes you 
look slimmer. 

Hills
if you don’t have red hills, go get them now 

tommy sneakers
they compliment jeans, 
skirts, formal pants and 
you can go wrong with 

the colour blue.
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in the next releases, we will segment articles, 
posts according whom they appeal most to. 

Women’s corner talks about matters 
concerning women and more. stay tuned.
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Well it is very easy to set goals, we do it all the time as human beings which is 
very normal, but staying motivated to achieve those goals set is a different story.  
We need to remember there is always a difference between motivation and 
Habbit!  let’s take new years as an example, in my own honest opinion, 90% of 
people set new year’s resolution, when only 5% of them actually do manage to 
keep their resolution.   

Failure to keep your own resolution could be due to lack of motivation, lack of 
focus, lack of structure and lack of planning. many people are surprised that i 
actually own a motivational speaking business consultation firm, which indeed 
hasn’t been the easiest thing to do.  but because of the determination, the 
confident, the inspiration, the creativity, motivation and having the right attitude 
and having the right focus, it is doable and so possible.   

motivation increases as you move closer to your goals, and motivation falls if you 
believe you cannot succeed. it is very important what you tell yourself. stay 
focused on what you really want in life and you will achieve what you desire. be 
always consistent, lead, control, plan, and organize your life to achieve your 
desired goals.  i’ve always told myself that i will eventually reach my goal which 
is running a business and i am doing just that.  if you can see it you will achieve 
it.  goals are dreams with deadlines.  

motivation is wHat gets you started, 
Habbit is wHat keeps you going

ceo and Founder of young Woman 
group and youngage Foundation

self-Motivation by 

louisa Molise

“stay focused on what you really 
want in life and you will achieve 

what you desire.”

louisa@youngwoman.co.za  |  www.youngwoman.co.za
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if people can change their attitude towards problems, and see them as 
challenges, then they are half way to increased levels of self-motivation.  in my 
own thinking a challenge is an opportunity, life is a learning experience and an 
opportunity to learn.  my self-motivation has helped me to keep going and keep 
pushing my goals and dreams.  Focusing on my goals was and still is the best 
idea ever.  i’ve always asked myself questions like, how does it feel to succeed, 
or reach the top? the biggest step above was for me to learn that i always win 
by overcoming my challenges.   

one becomes blurry without clear focus as i always say. Get your focus right! 

tHese are tHe following 8 ways i keep 
myself motivated at all tHe time

i focus & structure

i make a to do list

i close my eyes and 

visualise myself reaching 

my goals

i push myself

1

2

3

i exercise

i get enough sleep

i let go of my fears, and 

feel brave enough to take 

challenges and tasks

i hang around with 

positive mind thinkers 

4

5

6

7

8

Try them out, it could work!...............Stay Motivated !

listen
to our podcasts on 
soundcloud

telephone

https://soundcloud.com/user-118774604-2801376


telephone
+27 11 930 0025

e-mail
info@youngwoman.co.za

Whatsapp
+27 65 927 4818

Facebook & instagram
youngwoman.group



wHo is senzokuHle?
senzokuhle is a young man from alexandra who strives to live up his name 
in every part of his life.senzokuhle- we have done very well.

wHat do you do beHind tHe scenes?
behind the scenes, i'm a personal trainer, Hiphop DJ and entrepreneur.

your acHievements?
 i have a production company called Happiness pictures and a fitness brand 
called sgora. 

He cHallenges you Have faced to be wHere you are now?
my biggest challenge was being unable to accept that i will not get every 
gig that i auditioned for.

your new-year resolutions 
to take my company to greater heights

wHere do you see yourself in five years to come?
i see myself as an international actor 

message to your followers
Whatever it is that is meant for you, will find you, so don't put too much 
pressure on yourself.

 muvHango

senzokuHle

of

Interview



blazers
you can’t go without a blazer, perfect 
for rocking with jeans and formal 
pants. can either we worn with a t-
shirt or formal shirts, great buy.

tigHt Hugging suit
in the mid 2000’s, suits were 
baggy and sluggish. invest in a 
perfect suit. 

don’t wear flops
Unless you are going to the 

beach or out for a swim.

brown formal sHoes
you can’t go wrong with brown shoes. 

compliments most pants from chino’s, 
jeans and formal pants.

men’s Fashion



make it a 

point to 

talk to 

someone

http://www.sharemag.co.za


living WitH a 

biPolar DisorDer
bipolar disorder is an illness in the brain that causes unusual shift in 

mood, energy and making it impossible for one to carry on with their day 
to day activities. people  living with bipolar disorder have a regular 

change in the their mood or behaviour, they can be happy now, moments 
later they are angry and hate everything around them. they may be 

willing to put extra efforts into their hustle but suddenly have change of 
heart and want nothing to do with what they were doing. 

Possible symptoms
• Have lots of energy
• increased activity level 
• Having trouble while sleeping, either 

they sleep too much or too little 
• they can talk very fast about many 

things and you will not understand
• be easily irritated 
• not afraid to take risks even in things 

that don’t matter
• Having reckless sex
• always find themselves being part of 

arguments or fights

People living with this disorder 
can live a normal life with their 
day to day activities; it can be 
treated or managed with only 
the following:

• get professional help
• get people to support you
• always be honest 
• take good care of yourself 
• Do not be hard on yourself



makaziwe" let her be known " exhibition is an interactive exhibition which 
features different women across the country, projecting women's feelings 
and thoughts through photography and visual art pieces of a same theme 
Her-desires! allowing women to express themselves through their work, 
where the heart and mind meets and speaks visually, allowing them to use 
their own sexualities and desires as create catalysts. the content of the 
exhibition relates to many women out there, who will also see their own 
desires reflected. 

the exhibition is one of the platforms we have created when we started the 
makaziwe "let her be known" movement which was inspired by a play 
production which dealt specifically on women constantly being 
misunderstood when they embrace their authentic sexual desires.
What we are saying with these platforms, is that sexual objectification is all 
around us, we are educating men and raising our voices as women that we 
are also sexual beings with sexual preferences that we feel we are distanced 
from, and when we do express, it leads to derogatory labels,."labeled 
whores! slut! trash etc... We are saying see us more than depersonalized 
objects for men's own sexual gratification.

objectification of women is deeply embedded in our cultural subconscious, 
women are constantly being used as sexual objects in our society, through 
tv commercials, magazines etc...which makes it hard for men sometimes to 
even notice when they are objectifying women. 
this exhibition is art,education, life, love, sex and identity.

#wearenotsexualobjects!    #wearealsosexualbeings!
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When was the last time you were kissed 
for the first time by someone new? i 

don't mean a baby kiss as they call it. i 
mean a hot, passionate, steamy smooch. 

What happened after that? Did you hook up 
(as in casual sex), start a  relationship, or go 

your separate ways? the answer may have 
something to do with your gender.

does tHe first

kiss
  mean anytHing?

a new study tells us that the first big kiss means something different to guys than 
it does to women. For most men, a hot kiss with a new woman may be nothing 
more than a prelude to sex. For most women, a hot kiss with a new guy is a test of 
relationship compatibility. 

Women tend to look for subtle ques and draw conclusions as to whether, is he 
confident, shy or somewhat in the middle. Does he rush things, apparently the 
pace at which a man kisses can send warning signals or attraction vibes. as much 
as women love to be guided, they prefer it on their terms. so a man should be able 
take cues and move with her pace. Unfortunately a kiss can not determine if either 
party will be great in bed. 

Women emotionally expressive beings so a kiss will likely mean more to them than 
man and the same is true for sex as women tend to be more emotionally attached 
after sex. oral hygiene is a must, if you think you will be getting your first kiss, 
carry some mints and stay fresh yo. one last thing, exchange oral fluids is a big 
thing, chancers are, if you are having a deep, passionate, tougue locking kiss, she 
probably likes you and he thinks your cool.



i spent years in the shadow of my boyfriend,  he gave me no excuse to want to 
stand on my own, i loved him, he loved me, just like any other relationship we 
had our ups and downs, but i knew he was for me. i learned to respect his 
phone not because he told me so but because i knew he would never do 
anything that would jeopardise our relationship; well his phone was his own.
my name is nontle, my mom gave me the name because i was the most 
beautiful gift she ever received, but nowadays i take a look at myself and cry 
because of the person i have turned out to be. it all started on the day my man 
brought a lady at home saying it’s his sister, well i got very excited finally he 
was taking me seriously and letting me meet his family, we got along, my fear 
was not knowing if i was  good enough in her eyes.

one day my man was working from home, usually he would take me to work 
but that day he borrowed me his car, it was fine with me, when i got to work 
my boss informed me of a staff member that passed on and we had to go and 
pass our condolences to the family, i could not because i did not dress for such, 
she pleaded with me till i said okay but had to start at home first. 

When they showcased the works of the devil on tv they make him look so ugly, 
well they misled me, the devil is so beautiful and was known as my so called 
sister-in-law when i got home, i found the house so empty and quiet, i went 
straight to the bedroom only to find my boyfriend and my sister-in-law in bed 
together, i got so furious i took her clothes and burnt them, cut off her wig and 
threw her outside, my man later apologised and i forgave him.



i now regret each and every second of that situation, why was i so selfish and 
cruel at the same time, the lady was wrong for staying in my house knowing 
am the girlfriend but why did i only put the blame on her, what about my 
boyfriend, how can i be so easily forgiving when it came to him where as he 
was the one who even suggested that to the lady. i made a mistake that 
forever haunts me, that was someone’s daughter that i threw out without 
anything to wear, please do not allow your boyfriend to make you to live a life 
of disgrace. 

social media
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@share_mag
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in closing, 2018 was a tremendous year, when we speak of cinematic 

entertainment, of course. We saw an avalanche of MARVELlous movies, pun 

intended [insert wink emoji], grace the silver screens near us. We are obviously 

not going to mention each and every one of them because that would take like 

forever and our editor-in-chief will can us if we go overboard, space-wise. 

nevertheless though, that shouldn’t hinder us from dropping a few movies that 

our research team deemed the best and most successful movies of 2018 and 

the much anticipated movies for 2019.

We were served box office success after box office success. the year opened to 

us with the much anticipated marvel studio’s black panther which was 

released in February here in africa; then Avengers Infinity Wars; Antman 

and Deadpool 2 followed in from the studio; with Venom and the Spider-

Man: Into the Spider-verse animation anchoring in at the beginning of the 

year’s last quarter and in December, respectively. From marvel’s biggest 

competitor, Dc comics, Aquaman premiered right at the end of the year-four 

days before christmas. 

author, Screen Writer, actor

pancHello gasela



enough about superhero stuff, pheew! 

Furthermore, we were served blockbuster movies like the sixth instalment of 

The Mission Impossible series-Fallout; A Star Is Born-lady gaga’s first 

ever major movie role alongside bradley cooper and Dave chappelle; the off 

the book movie-A Quiet Place; spielberg’s Ready Player One; Creed II; 

The Incredibles 2; A Wrinkle in Time starring oprah Winfrey; Bumble 

Bee-a spin off of the transformers hit franchise; Game Night; and Mowgli-

the remark of Jungle book.  and locally, “Mo Mzansi”, we had a netflix 

original romcom-Catching Feelings; Five Fingers for Marseilles; 

Tokoloshe and the all-female-crew produced hit film; Farewell Ella Bella.

now 2019 is promising us another chain of box success, one after the other, 

with the following much anticipated movies; Avengers Endgame; Captain 

Marvel; the fourth instalment of Toy Story; a reboot of The Lion King, with 

the voice of one of our very own stars, a veteran and living legend-John kani; 

Star Wars Episode Six; John Wick 3: Parabellum; Spiderma: Far From 

Home, Dc comics' Joker, Men In Black 4: International; Frozen 2; and a 

spin-off of the Fast and Furious Franchise Hobbs And Shaw; just to mention a 

few.

so it is safe to say that, 2019 is looking good for us as it did in 2018, on that 

silver screen.

Until next time
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take acting classes- you can become a great actor/actress without 

obtaining a degree but training or casual classes so that you may have some 

background of what is required of you, when they say “lights, camera and 

action”

do not take acting as a Hobby, but a career- do not be 

interested in it only when you feel bored and wish to start something new.

wHen you get a role- be committed, you might not know who is 

watching.

researcH tHe cHaracter – know who you will be playing, how the 

person is supposed to carry him/herself.

practise your script- you should practise your script till you know 

your lines by heart.

be tHe cHaracter- put yourself in the shoes of the character; be able to 

transform your original self to the character within a second.

be willing- if the script says you should kiss someone, and then be willing 

to do that, or you are a christian and you must play a sangoma, be willing to 

put your beliefs aside and get to the character.

 becoming a good 
actor/actress

steps to



learn to react- your reactions are important, how you react to different 

scenarios matters, if you must be angry, do not pull a smiley face.

respect your director and production at large- you should 

remember how you carry yourself determines the kind of person you are, once 

again you do not know who is around, and you might miss a big opportunity 

because of your behaviour.

watcH tHe actors you admire- watching your favourite actors again 

and again may be off good assistance to you, eventually you will learn 

something that will also help you.

ligHts, camera and action- immediately you hear those words, be 

ready, and prepared because it is happening, do not panic or look at the 

camera, lastly have fun.

• Don’t over dress

• Do not put too much make-up

• When you get to the audition 
room, do not talk to the 
casting directors about your 
personal life or incidents that 
took place before arriving 
there.

• Don’t read your script

• Do not keep looking down 
every second you get

• Do not bring too much 
luggage in the audition room

• Don’t enter the room with 
negative energy 

• Do not give excuses 

do’s of an acting audition

• Dress presentable

• be composed

• know your lines

• be prepared

• make a clear decision when 
choosing a character 

• make sure you memorise your 
lines without looking down on 
the script

• be professional 

• be punctual

• be calm, happy and have fun

• ask questions when you truly 
need an answer

do’s dont’s
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10
ways to
satisfy your
partner in bed

 keep the lights on – you may be feeling insecure about your 
body, your boobs and how you are when you are naked, but 
there is nothing more attractive than for your man to see that 
you know your story and you comfortable around him.

 Use your mouth- as much as you feel over the moon when a 
man goes down on you, well they also feel the same, blow jobs 
can seriously turn a man on even if he was not in the mood.

 know his sensitive spots- you have been making love with this 
person for some time now, you know a certain place where you 
touch him and he can even give you his bank pin, put your 
concentration there, that can work in your favour.

 move away  from the bed- sometimes having safe sex can bore 
your man, not that he does not want to have sex in the couch or 
the bathroom, but he keeps on thinking what will you think of 
him, or will you be comfortable with that. 




















 
 














  



 be willing to try new positions- after foreplay, you be on 
your back and wait for him to be on top, sister how can you 
be so selfish?, learn how to ride him or lead him to doggy 
style sometimes, you always waiting for your man to be on 
top will result to him cheating, because you not being 
spontaneous.

 respect the power of the foreplay- your man may want to 
get straight to the point but make sure you lead your man on 
doing the foreplay, that way you will not get easily irritated 
when you guys are having sex.

 the dirty talk- while sitting in bed talking, ask him about his 
favourite position, what really turns him on, that way you are 
getting his mind ready before the actual game.

 Dress up- getting used to your man can be so much 
dangerous, he knows each and every underwear you own, he 
knows you do not have a matching underwear,   sister let me 
advice you, stop buying cheap lingerie because you have 
been dating your man for a long time now and you are 
comfortable around him, get yourself new lingerie, dress up 
for him. 

 bedroom dance- put on some music, give him a great 
show to watch.

 enjoy your self- do not have sex because you have to, 
have sex because you enjoy it and you want to make 
love with  your partner. 






 


 
 



 






belly Fat8 Ways to kill

fitness 

leg drops x20

rest – 20 seconds 

reverse cruncHes x20

rest – 20 seconds 

knee tuck cruncH x20

rest – 20seconds 

russian twist x20

rest – 20 seconds 

reacH tHrougH 

rest – 20seconds

Heel toucH x20

rest – 20 seconds 

single leg jacknife x20

rest -20 seconds 

plank x20 

rest – 20  seconds 
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bring back lost lover 

1 give some space – calling your partner every five minutes 
after the break up will not do any good, you both need time 
to think about what you both need from each other, greet 
when you guys meet on clubs or mall but do not ask why 
they left you.

give your self-time to reflect- you might have given her/him 
space, but you also need to figure out what exactly went wrong 
on the relationship, give yourself time to fix your behaviour and 

what you need from the relationship moving forward.

2

3 stay busy- staying busy while you trying to win your 
partner’s heart again, but concentrating on your hobbies 
or interests may make you seem like someone who has 
life and at least is doing something out of their life. 
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4 let her/him see you having a great time- now that you 
have fixed yourself and you have given him/her some 
space, it’s time to be strategic, when she sees you, you 
should not be that boring guy she/he dumped, you must be 
fun and someone that brings light in people’s lives.

show her you have changed – if you were hard to get 
before, always going out with friends and having less 

time for her/him, now it will be so much better because 
you have taken sometime and figured out what you really 

needed, it is the right time to showcase all that now.

5

6 show her/him you have matured- it is possible the time 
you dated you were still playing around, moving from one 
position to another without a solid explanation, now that 
you have taken the time out, and you have decided to 
change, maturity took place, you will have to show 
her/him that you are matured enough to continue with the 
relationship.

apologize – if you were the reason for your break up, 
be the bigger person and apologize, remember 

everything that was once a stumbling block in your 
relationship, apologize even about it, and make sure 

you mean every word of the apology.

7

8 make a move and tell her how you feel- remember you 
guys were once in love and out of the reasons you both 
know you guys broke up, at one point you had butterflies 
in your tummy  when her/his name was mentioned , sit 
her down and tell her/him that you are still strongly in 
love with her/him.

8
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kidneys are pair of organs that are situated in your lower back, one kidney is 
located on each side of your spine, they are made to remove toxins from your 
body, they send toxins to your bladder, which will later be removed through 
urination, it is said to be a kidney failure when your kidneys fails to do so. 

• lower back pain- pain on the lower back is the most common symptoms of 
kidney disease, it may start with one side and if left unattended it will move 
to the second one, and it may be severe especially when you urinate. 

• Urination patterns- there might be a change in your urination, there may be 
change of colour or drops of blood, if this happens consult a doctor.

• swelling – if the kidneys are not doing their day to day activities it may result 
to body swelling, that may occur on the hands, feet, legs, ankles and face

• skin problems – if the kidneys are not functioning that may cause dryness, 
rash and itching.

• sudden weight loss- if you have planned to lose weight, that is okay but if you 
lost weight unintentional then you might be in a look out.

• nausea and vomiting- many people have these symptoms due to the reasons 
they know, however this should not happen without a valid reason  

• Frequent urination at night- this is common for what is said as stage 3 of 
kidney disease

• loss of appetite- this is much common for stage 4

• muscle cramps- this is common to people over 40, but if it happens to you 
regularly, you should start looking for professional help.

symptoms of kidney disease



bananas help overcome depression due to high levels of tryptophan, 
which is converted into serotonin -- the happy-mood brain 

neurotransmitter

bananas act as a prebiotic, stimulating the growth of friendly bacteria in 
the bowel. they also produce digestive enzymes to assist in absorbing 

nutrients

bananas are a natural antacid, providing relief from acid reflux, 
heartburn, and gerD.

counteract calcium loss during urination and build strong bones by 
supplementing with a banana.

strengthen your blood and relieve anemia with the added iron from 
bananas.
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5 noticable benefits of 
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“i loved, i lived and i survived “said siphesihle a 29 year old from pretoria. being 
in and out of relationships thinking one day he will soon meet his princess made 
him to live in faith waiting for what he calls his madam, one day he thought he 
found it all, mother of his children, wife that he will forever cherish, his number 
one ride or die, he met this beautiful, light in completion, tall, adorable pedi lady 
whom he saw as his wife.

Heaven on earth was nothing compared to what he gave the lady, love, warmth 
security and a sense of belonging was what he provided the lady with. things 
were good, in fact they were great, up until they retrenched him from work. 
things started happening, the lady no longer found comfort in him, she would get 
paid then disappear for the whole week only to come back when she does not 
have money any more.

“i took her in; i clothed her, made her live a luxurious life, and then when she was 
supposed to return the favour she bailed out on me”. she would come back after 
a week and apologies saying she will never do that again, but following month 
same story, eventually i got tired and i moved back home with my mom, 4 
months later she said she was pregnant and i am the father, it’s impossible,  
what about the time she disappeared coming back with plenty excuses” said 
sihle

beneath all he forgave her, not because of anything but because he is so scared 
of starting a new relationship thinking about how he will have to explain to the 
new girlfriend that he can’t have children of his own, confirmed by a doctor long 
before his girlfriend claimed he impregnated her.

lUckyUnloved



1. He will never be yours-he can lie and say he will leave his family for you and 
all, but that will remain a lie nothing more

2. go out less with your friends and family- every time you suppose to go out with 
your friends you will cancel because you thinking what if he wants to see you 
and you are unavailable.

4. His wife may find out- when she finds out, she will not look at her husband, but 
she will put you at fault, what she may do to you is unthinkable.

5. Having to wait on him for a call- the man is married, he is living with his 
family, he must be free before he calls you, what if you call him and he is busy 
with his wife? 

6. losing self-esteem- dating someone who is not available, just because he 
supports you in one or two ways makes you to see yourself worthless.

7. committing adultery- the bible states that whatever is joined by god, no man 
should separate, you are automatically putting a curse on yourself. 

8. you will never see him on birthdays/ christmas- he will always spend big days 
with his family, he will come to you when he is stressed and needs to unwind.

9. people will judge you- as much as it is wrong to judge, but in this case people 
will talk because you have done wrong, and they may not know your reasons 
for doing so but they will talk about you.

10. being called home wrecker – fact be told, no matter what is the reason for you 
to be dating a married man, you have taken something special from the wife, 
the husband will no longer bring surprises to the wife, he will no longer spend 
time with his family because he is forever thinking about your time together in 
bed.

11. killing your future- dating a married man kills your chances of ever getting 
married, not because men will not look at you but you are also bringing curses 
to yourself. 



i was told that marriage was the best thing that had ever happened in my life, 

being 17 and taught how to submit to your man was never an easy job to do, i 

was taught to obey what my husband said to me, well at times i found that 

easy to do not because i respected or loved him, but i feared him more. at 39 

years he still found himself looking at a 17 year old for marriage. i used to ask 

myself, am i mature enough, did i deserve my teenage days to be taken away 

from me? or was it because of my family’s greediness?

being raised in the rural areas in Qumbu at eastern cape, my life changed 

when a rich friend of my uncles who always visited at home saw me as a wife 

material rather than a child, at first he would visit and bring me and my 

siblings things, we took him as a father because he would support us every 

time we needed his support, the love and warmth he gave was unmeasured.

15 June 2013 my uncle and mother called me aside and told me that i had a 

key to changing their lives, i agreed because i was going to do grade 12 soon, 

so i would go look for a job and change the situation at home, they explained 

the marriage and i showed no interest from the beginning, but my own mother 

sold me to a 39year old man while i was 17 years old because of money.

i stayed with this man with my heart broken as ever, i would wake up with my 

pillow wet, but my husband took things slow, he allowed me to finish school, 

bought me a car, bought me a house, he treated me like his daughter and wife. 

this started as a bad situation but it was never as bad as it started, i learned 

to forgive my family for the bad thing they did to me, taking away the joy of 

being a teenager.

stories of hope

 17 married at



steps
to a confident you

Focus on what you already have- do 
not waste your time searching for 
things you do not have, and you are 
not sure off

prioritise on things that you good at- 
we may have participated in many 
things, we may try to archive one or 
two things also, but rather 
concentrate on what you good at.

set some goal- from short, medium 
and long term goals, that way you 
shifting focus on the negative events 
taking place, rather you will be 
putting much effort on the positive 
and reaching the deadline.

talk to yourself through a mirror- 
while looking at yourself in the mirror 
and you like what you see, that is how 
you are, remember mirrors don’t lie.

always dress nicely- dressing nicely 
will make people give you attention, 
they will compliment and you will 
surely feel great about yourself.

kill all the negative thoughts – 
remember what you say with your 
tongue can either make you or break 
you, so be careful with the words you 
throw at yourself.

know yourself- research yourself, 
what you like, what you hate and 
anything that can help you to move 
from one position to another.

act positive- sometimes actions 
speak louder than words, stop talking 
and start acting on positive things.

always be prepared – before leaving 
your home, make sure you are 
prepared of anything that can take 
place.
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stand tall and be proud- put 
on your make-up, nice 

perfume, great outfit, put 
your head up high and tell 
yourself you have made it.

10
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if you wash your vagina with vinegar, you will be a virgin again
gosh, this is so untrue, why put yourself through that though.

liquid that comes out of aloe vera tightens the vagina.
Why do you want to make it tight, is it for you or him? hmmmm

taking halls mint before having sex can increase your sex 
drive.

come on guys, i bet your friends told you this one

women don't have wet dreams
it proves that woman are sexual beings 

the longer the penis the better
Hmmm, this is a debate that will never stop. next!!

only men like to have a quicky
this is so untrue, which one of you ladies loves a quickie?

men are always ready for sex
young blood is, the older they are, the less keen they are.

a good round should be at least 30 minutes
Ja well, 5 minutes will get the job done, ask {say their name}

sex should be done daily, to keep the fire burning(sex 
machine)
count me out, i would die.

you can't get sti from oral sex
interesting, i bet some of you didn’t know that

MEN

WOMEN



    aving to live my life in someone’s 
shadow has been a depressing life 
experience. i lived 13 years of my life 
trying to fit in my friends circle, every 
weekend we planned nights out, new 
outfits and hairstyles. We were the 
best group at school and we called 
ourselves “the narratives” because 
where we entered we made a 
statement, from the perfumes we 
wore to rides we got, there was none 
like us, but was it worth it?

my name is sindiswa, originally from 
east london in the eastern cape. i was 
born and raised by a single parent who 
did everything in her power to make 
sure i spent my life not worried why 
my father did not love me, i did my 
primary schooling at president 
primary school and my higher grades 
at claredon girls high in east london. 
my mom really tried to make things 
work to the best of her ability.
seeing other children being dropped 
off by their fathers at school robbed 

me the freedom of being my own 
person. i would cry at times not 
because i needed a father but i 
wanted to belong somewhere and be 
loved by someone else other than my 
mother. i invested my time and energy 
in making sure i impressed my friends 
more, having to depend on my mother 
who was still a nurse the time and 
having to expect her to keep up with 
the latest trends was so selfish of me. 

one day i decided to write a letter to 
myself, explaining why and how i 
became who i was, guess what, 
nothing mature came out of my 
mouth. i found out i was just 
imprisoned by my own feelings by 
allowing myself to drain my mother’s 
pockets and swindle her for money, all 
she ever wanted was for me fulfilled 
because of the absence of a father and 
i fed her kindness to the dogs.
Please do not live shadowing 
someone in the sense of you want 
love, your time will come.

my story

H



 being private?
like

pHone browser - if you know you watch porn or other activities that shouldn’t 
be stored in your history, please use incognito mode or inprivate browsing. Upon 
closing the browser, no traces are left behind.

secret pictures - Despite the dangers of having your nude pictures published 
to the web, it still seems like people enjoy taking, sending and keeping nudes. if 
your the type, conisder the following to hide your nudes from prying eyes.

• private photo vault (ios and android)

• gallery vault (android)

• gallery lock (android)

Hiding apps - Why would one want to hide apps? Dunno, probably cuz your 
cheating. if that is or isn’t the case, consider the following apps.

• File Hide expert (android)

secret pictures - you know you are up to no good when you have to hide 
messages, isn’t a phone pin enough, if not, check this out.

• keepsafe (android) - Hide messages with a password

• vault (ios & android) - Hide pics, messages, call logs, apps, videos & more

OR

Hiding sometHing?
hmmmmmm



comparison is a thief of all joy, it is a 

master of jealousy, it is a tool to 

hardship, and one living a life based 

on comparing their house, what they 

eat, their relationships and the cars 

they drive is just opening an 

unhealed wound. comparing your job 

to someone else’s will only bring 

stress to your life, 

having to check the 

shoes your friend owns 

and the weave she 

bought will never be a 

healthy lifestyle.

according to the bible, 

god created man after his own 

image, he then created a day 

followed by a night, it is further 

explained that everything has its 

own season, season to do good and 

season to fail, that does not mean 

crave for someone else’s success, 

remember they worked for what 

they own, you too can have your own 

success at the right time.

there is a secret that a rich man 

knows that a poor man does not 

know, never be in a hurry to obtain 

someone’s glory, what you do not 

have today does not mean you will 

not have tomorrow, but you just have 

to put an extra effort in what you do, 

talk to people, ask 

them how they 

achieved what they 

have now, learn from 

their mistakes and be 

wise, wishing to live a 

life based on lies and 

comparing your 

business with theirs will only bring 

drama in your life.

stop comparing what you have with 

others, where you eat and the 

clothes you wear, sweety your 

man/woman is your own, work in 

your own life and forget about what 

people will think or say.

comparison 

everything 
has its own season
“

”



understanding the different terms used to describe interest rates can be 

confusing at first. 

interest rate

the “interest rate is the simplest term to understand. it simply means the amount of 

interest that will be paid on an investment you make; or the amount charged on a loan 

per year. it may seem that this is all you need to know and when looking at deposit 

products that pay simple interest, it pretty much is. interest rates get slightly more 

confusing to calculate and make sense of when there is compounding involved.

simple interest

simple interest is just that and is typically used with savings bonds. it means if you 

invest r1,000 at 5% interest, at the end of the year you will receive a r50 cheque. at 

the end of next year you will receive another r50 cheque. this will happen every year 

for the length savings bond term. simple.

compounding interest

the problem is most of us don’t want to receive a small check in the mail each year for 

the interest we earn. instead, we want to leave the interest earned in the account and 

let it grow over time. When the interest earnings are left in the account, the balance of 

your money grows and the interest is calculated on that total balance every time.

interest rates



born and breed in Jabulani soweto. 
phumlani marcelle mbonane 
(slo'makoya) comes from humble 
beginnings. sandwich between two 
sister's being raised by a single 
mother and recently having been 
blessed with daughter's.

 slo'makoya's hard but gentle side shows in his music. like other kids in the 
township tyring to escape from hardship, it would either be throuhgh art or 
soccer and he choose music from an early age. He started chasing after his 
dream in grade 8, as that's when things started taking off for music career. 
other than the fame and riches, he wants to encourage and uplift people 
through his music. in his hustle he got a chance to work with likes of bongani 
papido where he recorded his first demo. 

During those recording sessions he worked with philani "msai" ngcobo who was 
also a kwaito hustler. He's first break came afrer he auditioned with Ziveze 
music project srp music theater group in ndofaya, soweto. While performing 
with the group he would record new songs. He's now working on a new project 
titled i'm slo with hit songs like "Ding Ding proDUceD by: nJabZZin"," 
ZUga proDUceD by: rytHm blaQ","pHolombo proDUceD by: master p" 
and already ding ding is making waves people loves slo'makoya's work,

slo’makoya
phumlani mbonane

Qgom & kwaito

upcoming talent……   



my name is violet mathapelo ndlovu molefe, i was 

born on the 2nd of December 1984,i was raised by 

my grandparents, but as time passed i lived with 

my mother and my step father, my life in the art 

sector was very difficult because no one believed in 

me and my dreams at home they thought it was 

madness, there was even a time they took me to a 

primary school that caters for children who have 

special needs, but i managed to get something out 

of that and grew perfectly.

on the year 2000 i fully committed myself in the 

art sector, i was part of a dance group called 

Zemini, i was a pantsula lady, i started going to 

clubs trying to figure out what is it that makes 

entertainment more entertaining well i saw that i 

was just risking my life for something that i’m not 

even going to be paid for. 

2002 i fell pregnant with my first born son (tsepo), 2004 i went back to 

school, and after matriculating i relocated to JHb to pursue my career in arts, 

2007 i got my first short on tv through Jam eli where i got position one, that is 

when i decided that i am going to take art seriously up until they even 

disowned me at home.

23 years of age i got my second born, after that my life stopped for some time 

because i had to ask myself what i really wanted in life, so i decided i want to 

be an artist but a different one, i want to bring unity, work in the development 

of children, that is when i met nozi nguze who was my mentor, she taught me 

so much even that there is so much in the art department than to be in front of 

tv, 2013 i became a finalist on U can do it talent search, that never broke me 

instead it made me want to hustle more, even though i would be bitten at home 

but i continued.



2012 i got raped by  8 people and shot at, i could not tell anyone because i was 

afraid how people would say i deserved everything that happened to me, i 

disappeared for a year, i stayed in mpumalanga where i met people that  

inspired my hustle,2015 i started to run an independent movement that 

supported ladies that were abused but it did not go anywhere because people 

did not have the same vision i had,2016 i went to JHb again that is when i hit it  

big on a story called lockdown, after that i joined saacyF where i was taught 

that it is not wrong for a young person to dream big.2017 i became a finalist on 

sa got talent, 2018 i became an ambassador  for arts and culture north West, 

out of the hard work i pulled, it was very difficult being an independent woman 

in a world that man would want to  take advantage of you if you are hustling for 

yourself. i have taken a step to find myself and recently found my father and i 

am starting a new life.

remember it does not matter how hard the road is, you just have to believe in 

yourself and have faith in god.
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 partner says

thank you baby( after sex) - f*ck acting like i said i wasn't gonna give it 
to you
babe do you like it(during sex) - why do we need to talk about such 
during sexcan't you just say "i love you"

“its my first time dating someone like you" - how am i?

"babe are you ok"?( after an disagreement)- how am i suppose to be?? 
can't you just apologize then we kiss and make up

"i wish my baby can know how to cook" (in front of his family)- f*ck 
must i be cooking in the kitchen, and again in bed???

tHem guys

tHem girls
"babe who you with"? after 12 midnight- wooow rather don't check up 
on me when you know you gonna ask sh*ty things

"love do you ever miss your x girlfriend"? would i be with you if 
that was the case????

"babe when are you coming back"(when you out with friends) - 
please chill lady i'm coming back 

“bbs please loan me r2000, i will pay you back” you know you 
won’t pay me back and shame on me for asking for it.

“do you believe in love” However you answer, there is a follow up 
question.



Universe
footBall

Bandile roro
Football analyst

Kaizer Chiefs have officially unveiled Ernst Middendorp as their new coach, after the 
departure of Italian mentor, Giovani Solinas, who was recently sacked alongside with 
Patrick Mabedi. On Friday Kaizer Chiefs parted ways with Solinas, who was in charge 
for only 6months, after a successive poor displays in the league. The Soweto Giants 
appointed the German mentor, as he apprehends the clubs’ footballing culture, which is 
why they opted for him to replace Solinas.
 
The 60 year old has been handed a two-and-a-half-year deal. This is his second stint 
with the club after, after being in-charge with the Glamour Boys back in 2005.

Middendorp will be welcomed with a tough return as he will be facing SuperSports 
United on his first game in charge. It will be a baptism of fire for the new coach as he 
will be facing a side that he has never beaten in a league match.
In his first tenure, Midderndorp won the two titles with Amakhosi, the Absa Cup and SAA 
8 cup.

aBoUt footBall Universe

 bandile roro

BaptisM of fire for 

Midderndorp!



the south african premier soccer league is of the best-run football leagues in 

the word and it has certainly become more in recent years with teams like 

bidvest Wits winning the league championship two seasons ago. the premier 

soccer league is made of 16 teams and the total number of registered players 

sits at 548 – 108 of which are foreign players. the record champions are kaizer 

chiefs Fc with 12 league championships. in this article, we look at the market 

values of all the 16 teams in the psl. For the context of this article, we gauge 

the market value by looking at how much we could liquidate each club for if we 

were to sell its tangible and intangible assets. the main items that hold weight 

in this market value are the resources of each team the players, technical teams, 

the brand and goodwill of the club which is integrated together correctly should 

lead to a sustainable competitive in the league.

the total market value of the premier soccer league is r2 195 613 975.30. 

Here are the market values of the 16 teams in the psl in no particular order:

 

again i emphasize that the above market values are what you would get if you 

liquidated the club and sold all its tangible and intangible resources. considering 

that the likes of kaizer chiefs, orlando pirates, and mamelodi sundowns possess 

so much buying power surely these three should the teams to beat and the 

teams competing for every bit of silverware in this league. this serves as 

confirmation that the beautiful game is not played on paper but between the four 

lines. We saw it with bidvest Wits winning the league two seasons ago that 

every dog has its day and that football will indeed humble you.

engage us and tell us why you think the so-called ‘smaller teams’ can match the 

big spenders between the four lines? is it because of the efficiency of their 

tactical teams, are smaller squads easier to manage or it that the big spenders 

become somewhat complacent?

tHe psl 
market value.



lwandokazi Qegu

lulama Qegu

a person is a person because of other people that is 
what she always teaches us,  a god fearing woman,  and 
most of all my first love. i thank god every day for giving 
me her as a mother.i love you mom and you are my rock

nomazulu

jacob

ever since i met you, my life has been complete, i found 
the last puzzle that completes me,you make me very 
happy.......i love you

Would you like to send a special dedication to someone special? 
email us @ lulu@sharemag.co.za
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